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ABSTRACT

10

Ciliopathies are a large class of inherited disorders caused by defects in cilia. Variants in

11

ciliopathy genes are highly pleiotropic and represent excellent case studies for interrogating

12

genotype-phenotype correlation. However, in most cell and animal studies, ciliopathy

13

mechanisms are not investigated using alleles as they occur in patients. We have employed

14

Caenorhabditis elegans to model and characterise two pathogenic biallelic missense variants

15

in B9D2/mksr-2 associated with Joubert Syndrome (JBTS). B9D2 functions within the MKS

16

module at the transition zone (TZ) ciliary subcompartment, and regulates the cilium’s

17

molecular composition and signaling function. Using CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing with a

18

novel mutation detection strategy, P74S and G155S mutations were engineered in mksr-2.

19

Quantitative assays of cilium/TZ structure and function, as well as knock-in reporters

20

expressed at endogenous levels, revealed that the mutations act recessively and differentially.

21

Whilst both variants disrupt the cilium/TZ and MKS module assembly, G155S causes a more

22

severe overall phenotype, approaching that of a null allele. In addition, G155S, but not P74S,

23

severely disrupts endogenous MKSR-2 organisation at the TZ. Recapitulation of the JBTS

24

patient biallelic genotype showed that compound heterozygous worms (P74S/G155S)

25

phenocopy worms recessive for P74S. Finally, this study provides new insight into the MKS

26

module assembly mechanism and organisation, revealing a close functional association

27

between the B9 complex and TMEM216/MKS-2. Together, these data provide a thorough

28

quantitative assessment of JBTS alleles, establish C. elegans as a paradigm for interpreting

29

TZ ciliopathy mutations, and provide insight into MKS module organisation at the TZ.
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30

INTRODUCTION

31

Ciliopathies represent at least 35 genetically inherited disorders, and more than 200

32

associated genes, that collectively affect the development and/or homeostasis of many body

33

tissues and organs. Examples include Joubert syndrome (JBTS), Meckel-Gruber syndrome

34

(MKS), and nephronophthisis (NPHP), which present with overlapping clinical presentations

35

including brain malformations, bone abnormalities, sensory defects, left-right asymmetries,

36

kidney cysts, retinal degeneration, and cognitive impairment (Wheway et al., 2019).

37

Ciliopathies result from defects in motile or primary cilia that extend from the surfaces of

38

most eukaryotic cell types. Non-motile primary cilia function as antenna-like organelles,

39

responding to many extracellular sensory cues such as light, odorants and osmotic strength,

40

as well as cell-cell signaling molecules (eg. sonic hedgehog) that regulate cell behaviour,

41

tissue formation and homeostasis (Anvarian et al., 2019). The canonical primary cilium

42

consists of a cylinder of 9 doublet microtubules extending from a plasma

43

membrane-anchored basal body (Satir et al., 2010).

44

Despite the cilium’s cytosol and membrane being contiguous with those of the cell, the

45

organelle is highly compartmentalised with a unique molecular composition and signaling

46

environment. Compartmentalisation is achieved by active transport pathways (eg

47

intraflagellar transport) that bring proteins into and out of the cilium, as well as gating

48

mechanisms at the ciliary base (Jensen & Leroux, 2017; Nachury & Mick, 2019). A major

49

component of the ciliary gate is the proximal-most 0.2-1 µm of the axoneme, termed the

50

transition zone (TZ). Characterised by Y-links that connect the ciliary membrane and

51

axonemal microtubules, the TZ is thought to serve as a membrane and size-dependent

52

cytosolic diffusion barrier to protein exchange between the cilium and the main cell body

53

(Garcia-Gonzalo & Reiter, 2017; Reiter et al., 2012). At least 28 ciliopathy proteins , many

54

associated with JBTS, MKS and NPHP, localise at the TZ , functioning within multisubunit

55

functional modules and complexes to regulate ciliary gating and signaling (Garcia-Gonzalo &

56

Reiter, 2017; Reiter & Leroux, 2017). Mutations in TZ proteins disrupt the ciliary localisation

57

of important signalling molecules such as the Shh pathway regulator, Smoothened

58

(Garcia-Gonzalo et al., 2011; Shimada et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2017).
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59

TZ structure, function and molecular organisation is especially well understood in

60

Caenorhabditis elegans, where cilia are found at the ends of the dendrites of 60 sensory

61

neurons (Inglis et al., 2007). Many ciliopathy proteins and associated pathways are conserved

62

in the worm (Kim et al., 2018; van Dam et al., 2019), and C. elegans studies have led to

63

seminal discoveries that have greatly instructed our understanding of cilia biology in

64

vertebrates and mammals (Blacque & Sanders, 2014; Ganner & Neumann-Haefelin, 2017;

65

Mok & Héon, 2012; Molinari & Sayer, 2020). Genetic studies in C. elegans have revealed

66

that TZ proteins function within two distinct entities termed the ‘NPHP’ and ‘MKS’ modules

67

(Williams et al., 2008, 2011). The NPHP module is composed of NPHP-4/Nphp4 and

68

NPHP-1/Nphp1 (Winkelbauer et al., 2005). The much larger MKS module is subdivided into

69

core (MKS-1/MKS1, MKSR-1/B9D1, MKSR-2/B9D2, MKS-2/TMEM216, and

70

TMEM-231/TMEM231), intermediate (TMEM-107/TMEM107), and peripheral

71

(MKS-3/TMEM67, MKS-6/CC2D2A, JBTS-14/TMEM237, TMEM-17/TMEM17, and

72

TMEM-218/TMEM218) submodules, which assemble at the TZ in a hierarchical fashion

73

(core-intermediate-peripheral) (Bialas et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2011; Lambacher et al.,

74

2016; C. Li et al., 2016; Roberson et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2008, 2010, 2011). The TZ

75

recruitment of the entire MKS module depends on CEP-290/Cep290 (C. Li et al., 2016;

76

Schouteden et al., 2015). Additionally, MKS-5/RPGRIP1L recruits the NPHP and MKS

77

modules, and CEP-290, to the TZ, and is therefore the master regulator of TZ assembly in C.

78

elegans (Jensen et al., 2015). Loss of individual MKS or NPHP module proteins results in

79

abnormal ‘leakage’ of membrane proteins into and out of sensory cilia due to disruption of

80

the TZ-associated membrane diffusion barrier (Cevik et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2011).

81

However, with regard to ciliogenesis and TZ formation, the NPHP and MKS modules

82

function redundantly, with defects only observed when a gene from both modules is disrupted

83

(Williams et al., 2008, 2011). While the hierarchical blueprint of TZ organisation is largely

84

conserved in higher organisms there are some differences. Most notably, in mice, CEP290

85

recruits the NPHP module, and Rpgrip1/Rpgrip1l acts synergistically to recruit the MKS

86

module in a tissue-specific manner (Wiegering et al., 2018).

87

Since many ciliopathy genes are pleiotropic and frequently show high levels of variability in

88

their phenotypic expressivity, ciliopathy disorders are an excellent paradigm for interrogating

89

human genotype-phenotype correlation. Despite this, most cell and animal model studies
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90

have traditionally studied ciliopathy mechanisms using null allele, gene depletion, or

91

complementation-based approaches. Whilst invaluable for revealing important aspects of

92

disease mechanism, these approaches do not interrogate the phenotypic effects of specific

93

mutations as they occur in patients. Indeed, genetic compensation arising from a gene

94

knockout is now a well recognised phenomenon (El-Brolosy et al., 2019). In this study, we

95

have explored the use of C. elegans to model missense mutations associated with a ciliopathy.

96

Specifically, we focussed on biallelic mutations (P74S, G155S) in B9D2, previously reported

97

in a Joubert syndrome (JBTS) patient with a molar tooth sign, polydactyly, a neural tube

98

defect, seizures, and a cleft palate (R. Bachmann-Gagescu et al., 2015). The effect of these

99

mutations on B9D2 function is not known.

100

B9D2 is one of three MKS module proteins with a B9 domain, which is a subfamily of the

101

C2 phospholipid binding domain (Lemmon, 2008) found only in ciliated eukaryotes (Zhang

102

& Aravind, 2010). These three proteins (MKS1, B9D1 and B9D2) are proposed to form a

103

complex (Boldt et al., 2016; Chih et al., 2011; Garcia-Gonzalo et al., 2011; Gupta et al., 2015;

104

S. Li et al., 2004; Simonis et al., 2009; Zhao & Malicki, 2011). B9D2 is required for

105

ciliogenesis in many organisms including mice (Town et al., 2008), paramecium (Ponsard et

106

al., 2007) and loss of B9D2 is associated with developmental defects in zebrafish (Dowdle et

107

al., 2011). As in C. elegans, the B9 complex has been shown to serve ciliary gating functions

108

in Drosophila and mice (Basiri et al., 2014; Chih et al., 2011). Mutations in the B9 complex

109

have been linked to various ciliopathies including JBTS (R. Bachmann-Gagescu et al., 2015;

110

Bader et al., 2016; Romani et al., 2014; Slaats et al., 2016) and MKS (Cui et al., 2011;

111

Dowdle et al., 2011).

112

Here, we used CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing to generate C. elegans alleles carrying the P74S

113

and G155S mutations in the C. elegans B9D2 (mksr-2). Via a knock-in tag, we found that

114

both endogenously-expressed variant proteins localised to the TZ with reduced efficiency,

115

while the G155S variant displaying dramatically altered TZ distribution when visualised

116

using super-resolution microscopy. Using quantitative assays of cilium structure and function,

117

as well as ultrastructural analyses, we identified a less severe overall recessive phenotype for

118

P74S-containing worms, compared with worms harbouring G155S, whose phenotype is

119

nearly as severe as a reference null allele. Consistent with this observation, an assay for the
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120

TZ membrane diffusion barrier revealed that an RPI-2::GFP reporter leaked into cilia of

121

worms with the G155S, but not the P74S, mutation. Unlike the reference null, endogenous

122

MKS module protein reporters still assemble at the TZ of the mksr-2 mutants, although the

123

TZ level and distribution of these reporters is disrupted, especially for MKS-2. We also found

124

that endogenous MKS module reporters do not recapitulate several previously reported TZ

125

localisation phenotypes. Lastly, compound heterozygous worms (P74S/G155S) that reflect

126

the biallelic genotype of the JBTS patient display a phenotype that approaches that of worms

127

recessive for the P74S mutation. Taken together these data demonstrate the utility of C.

128

elegans for interpreting the pathogenicity of missense alleles in JBTS. Our work also

129

uncovers new insight into MKS module organisation at the TZ, including a close functional

130

association between the B9 complex and TMEM216/MKS-2.
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131

RESULTS

132

Modelling pathogenic missense B9D2 variants associated with Joubert Syndrome.

133

The B9D2 protein is highly conserved from vertebrates to the nematode C. elegans (Figure

134

1A). Human B9D2 and the C. elegans MKSR-2 orthologue possess 63.4% amino acid

135

similarity (100% length, BLAST e-value 3e-52). The protein is composed of a B9 domain (aa

136

2-118) and a C-terminal region with no predicted domains. B9 domains are found only in

137

ciliated eukaryotes and represent a subfamily of lipid and membrane-associating C2 domains

138

(Zhang & Aravind, 2010); the function of the C-terminal region of B9D2 is unknown.

139

140

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151

Figure 1. CRISPR-Cas9 engineering of P74S and G155S into the orthologous positions of C. elegans
mksr-2 . (A) Protein alignment of B9D2 sequences from C. elegans (Q9N423), H. sapiens (Q9BPU9), M.
musculus (Q3UK10), X. laevis (Q6GN70), and D. rerio (Q6DGZ1). UniportKB accession numbers are
indicated. B9D2 proteins contain a B9 domain (amino acids 2-118) and a C-terminal tail with no predicted
domains. Two pathogenic Joubert Syndrome mutations (red), Pro74Ser and Gly155Ser, affect conserved
residues. Protein sequences were aligned in Clustal Omega and BoxShade 3.21 was used to generate the figure.
(B) CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing was used to introduce a fluorescent mNeonGreen (mNG) tag to the
N-terminus of the endogenous mksr-2 gene. Scale bar; 10 µm. The mNG::MKSR-2 tagged allele was then used
to engineer two pathogenic missense variants, Pro74Ser and Gly155Ser, associated with Joubert Syndrome.
Silent and missense engineered mutations are shown in magenta. ssODN; single-stranded oligonucleotide.
Detailed information about the CRISPR approach is in Figure S1.

152
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153

Since the B9D2 protein is highly conserved, we reasoned that C. elegans would be an

154

excellent organism to model pathogenic patient variants of this protein in a biological system.

155

Specifically, we focussed on two missense variants: Pro74Ser in the B9 domain and

156

Gly155Ser in the C-terminal region (Figure 1A). Both mutations are reported to be

157

pathogenic in a biallelic patient with JBTS (R. Bachmann-Gagescu et al., 2015). The

158

compound heterozygosity of P74S and G155S represents an excellent paradigm for

159

interpreting the individual and combined effects of variants at one locus. Patient allele

160

phenotypes will be compared to those of a null deletion allele, mksr-2(tm2452) (hereafter

161

termed mksr-2(Δ)) (Bialas et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2008, 2011).

162

To facilitate assessment of endogenous protein localisation, prior to generating the patient

163

alleles, we used CRISPR-Cas9 to knock-in C. elegans optimised mNeonGreen (mNG)

164

(Hostettler et al., 2017) with a short 7aa flexible linker (GTGGGGS) at the 5’ end of the

165

mksr-2 locus (Figure 1B). Specifically, a crRNA was designed to target a PAM site near the

166

start of the gene and a PCR product containing the mNG sequence with 35bp homology arms

167

was used as the repair template (Table S1). Germline editing was performed via a co-CRISPR

168

strategy, involving pre-assembled CRISPR-Cas9 ribonucleoprotein complexes injected into

169

the gonad of young adult hermaphrodite worms (Paix et al., 2015). This generated the

170

mksr-2(oq108) allele which we refer to as mNG::mksr-2(+).

171

Next, we used co-CRISPR with 100 nucleotide single stranded repair templates to engineer

172

the P74S and G155S variants into the mNG::mksr-2(+) strain (Paix et al., 2017). Both

173

variants were generated in a single CRISPR-Cas9 injection (Figure 1B). PAM sites near each

174

locus were targeted, and restriction enzyme cut sites introduced via the repair templates to

175

facilitate variant detection (Figure S1). Sanger sequencing of mksr-2 confirmed the correct

176

incorporation of the variant, and the absence of undesired mutations in the gene. We isolated

177

one allele for each variant: mksr-2(oq125) (mNG::mksr-2(P74S)) and mksr-2(oq126)

178

(mNG::mksr-2(G155S)). Prior to phenotypic analyses, strains were out-crossed twice with

179

wild-type worms to remove any potential off target mutations generated by CRISPR-Cas9.

180

Finally, we also generated non-tagged versions of the variants: mksr-2(oq137)

181

(mksr-2(P74S)) and mksr-2(oq138) (mksr-2(G155S)) using a modified PCR-based detection

182

protocol, which is faster and less expensive than that using restriction enzymes (Figure S1).
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183

Briefly, engineered variants are detected using oligonucleotides that contain the silent and

184

missense mutations; a PCR product is only amplified when the variants have been

185

incorporated into the genome. More than one mutant primers can be used in a single reaction

186

to simultaneously detect multiple variants.

187

MKSR-2 distribution at the transition zone is severely altered by the G155S mutation.

188

First, we investigated if the P74S and G155S mutations affect the ciliary localisation of

189

endogenous MKSR-2. Analysis of the mNG::mksr-2(+) strain revealed that wild type

190

MKSR-2 is localised almost exclusively at the TZs of cilia in the head (labial and amphid)

191

and tail (PQR and phasmid) of the worm (Figure 2A; S2). Previous reports of MKSR-2

192

localisation in C. elegans, employing an overexpressed transgene, showed that

193

MKSR-2::YFP localises at the TZ and in the more proximal periciliary region at the dendritic

194

ending (Williams et al., 2008). Since the endogenously expressed mNG::MKSR-2 shows no

195

such periciliary signal, we conclude that this previously reported pool of MKSR-2 is an

196

artefact of overexpression.

197

Analysis of the mNG::mksr-2(P74S) and mNG::mksr-2(G155S) strains revealed near

198

exclusive localisation of the MKSR-2 variants at the TZ, similar to the wild-type reporter

199

(Figure 2A). However, compared with mNG::MKSR-2(+), the length of the TZ signal is

200

15-25% shorter for both variants (Figure 2B). In addition, the overall levels of the

201

mNG::MKSR-2 variants at the TZ are moderately (P74S) or severely (G155S) reduced

202

(Figure 2C). Furthermore, linescan analysis of the fluorescent signals revealed that the

203

mNG::MKSR-2(G155S) protein is not homogeneously distributed at the TZ like

204

mNG::MKSR-2(+) and mNG::MKSR-2(P754S). Instead, the TZ fluorescence signal for the

205

G155S variant peaks at the proximal end and is lower at the distal end (Figure 2D; see also

206

Figure 2A).
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Figure 2. P74S and G155S mutations differentially disrupt the recruitment and organisation of
endogenous MKSR-2 at the transition zone (TZ). (A) Representative images of one pair of phasmid cilia
from worms expressing XBX-1::RFP (marks entire cilium) and endogenously-tagged mNG::MKSR-2 (WT and
variants). A magnified view of the TZs (side on views) are shown in right-hand panels. Anterior is to the left.
Scale bars; 1 µm. (B) Quantification of mNG::MKSR-2 signal length by calculating the “full width at half max”
(FWHM) from a line scan down the length of the phasmid TZ. Data represents mean with S.D. p-values from
unpaired t-tests. N; total number of TZs measured. (C) Quantification of the total fluorescence intensity of
mNG::MKSR-2 at the TZ of phasmid cilia. Background fluorescence was subtracted and the signal normalised
to wild-type. Data represents mean and S.D. p-values from unpaired t-tests. N; number of phasmid pairs
measured. (D) Average fluorescence intensity from line scans (20 pixels = 1.6 µm) of phasmid cilia showing the
distribution of mNG::MKSR-2 along the TZ length. Green dotted lines in images show TZ line scan examples.
Error bars represent S.D. n=12 for each dataset. (E) Assessment of the efficiency of endogenous
mNG::MKSR-2 recruitment to the phasmid TZ using strains heterozygous for the mNG::MKSR-2 alleles. In
heterozygous worms, if mNeonGreen and non-tagged MKSR-2 alleles are recruited to the TZ with the same
efficiency, the fluorescence intensity should be 50% of what is observed for worms homozygous for the tagged
allele. Representative images are from a single plane. Relative % fluorescence is indicated for each
heterozygous genotype, compared to the homozygous reference (set at 100%). Green lettering indicates an
mNG-tagged allele of mksr-2. (F) Representative super-resolution confocal images of endogenous
mNG::MKSR-2 in phasmid cilia. A single slice from the z-stack and corresponding 3D model are shown. Scale
bars; 200 nm. All images are oriented with the proximal end of the TZ to the left. (G) Quantification of the
volume of the mNG::MKSR-2 compartment at the TZ of phasmid cilia. Data represents mean and S.D. p-values
from unpaired t-tests. N; number of TZ measured.
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230

We investigated if the variants affected the efficiency of MKSR-2 targeting to the TZ by

231

examining their endogenous localisations when a wild-type copy of the gene is present.

232

Genetic crosses were used to generate heterozygous worms (Figure S3A). If the tagged

233

protein is targeted to the TZ as efficiently as the untagged wild type protein, then the

234

fluorescent TZ signal should be half that observed in homozygous worms (Figure 2E).

235

Indeed, heterozygous mNG::MKSR-2(+)/+ worms show ~60% reduction in TZ fluorescence,

236

indicating that mNG::MKSR-2(+) retains a near wild-type ability to localise at the TZ

237

(Figure 2E; S3B). However, in worms heterozygous for mNG::MKSR-2(+) with either

238

untagged MKSR-2(P74S) or MKSR-2(G155S), fluorescence is only decreased by 10-15%

239

indicating that the untagged mutant proteins are unable to compete with wild-type MKSR-2

240

for TZ incorporation (Figure 2E; S3B). In support of this conclusion, the reverse experiment

241

using mNG::MKSR-2(P74S)/+ and mNG::MKSR-2(G155S)/+ heterozygotes showed an

242

almost complete loss of TZ localisation for the tagged variants when an untagged copy of

243

wild-type MKSR-2 is present (Figure 2E, S3B). These data indicate that both the P74S and

244

G155S drastically decrease the efficiency of MKSR-2 recruitment to the TZ.

245

To further assess the altered distribution of the endogenous MKSR-2 variants at the TZ we

246

employed a scanning confocal-based super resolution microscopy methodology (Lam et al.,

247

2017). With confocal imaging using a reduced pin hole size and deconvolution we obtained

248

an optical resolution of approximately 150 nm. Three-dimensional models of the phasmid

249

TZ, in axial (longitudinal) view, were constructed from z-stacks. Using this approach it was

250

found that mNG::MKSR-2(+) is excluded from the inner core of the TZ and displays a

251

periodic pattern at the outer (peripheral) region of the compartment, consisting of 3 or 4

252

peaks of axial signal spaced 243.6 nm apart (sd 46.9 nm, n=16) (Figure 2F). In some images,

253

the signals appear to wrap around the TZ, possibly as a spiral (Figure S4). This distribution

254

pattern for mNG::MKSR-2(+) is similar to what we previously described using STED

255

microscopy for overexpressed reporters of other C. elegans MKS module proteins

256

(Lambacher et al., 2016).

257

Consistent with the widefield imaging data, super-resolution imaging reveals a highly

258

disrupted localisation for mNG::MKSR-2(G155S) (Figure 2F); typically, the protein is

259

discontinuous along the TZ length, with 88% of analysed TZs (n=16) showing only 2 peaks
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260

of axial signal that are 357.2 nm apart (sd 141.2 nm, n=14, p=0.011), and an apparent loss of

261

the spiral pattern. In addition, the ‘hollow TZ core’ is not always observed in the central

262

plane of the images, and the 3D models show that mNG::MKSR-2(G155S) occupies a

263

reduced overall TZ volume (Figure 2F, G). The super-resolution imaging also provided

264

evidence of subtle TZ distribution defects for mNG::MKSR-2(P74S), which displays only

265

2-3 peaks of axial signal and a less pronounced spiral pattern; the reporter also occupies a

266

modestly reduced TZ volume (Figure 2F, G). The decrease in axial peak number for

267

mNG::MKSR-2(P74S) is likely due to the overall shortening of the fluorescence signal since

268

the peaks are 262.5 nm apart (sd 47.3, n=19) which is similar to the wild-type reporter.

269

Overall, these data indicate that both P74S and G155S affect the TZ targeting and distribution

270

of endogenous MKSR-2. While both alleles are pathogenic, the G155S variant has a more

271

severe effect on the protein organisation at the TZ. The P74S amino acid substitution is found

272

in the B9 domain but does not appear to abolish association with the membrane since the

273

hollow core is still observed. While the C-terminal region of MKSR-2 is not a recognised

274

protein domain, it clearly has an important role in MKSR-2 organisation at the TZ. This

275

observation is not surprising given that the C-terminus of MKSR-2 is highly conserved

276

(Figure 1A).

277

P74S and G155S mutations in MKSR-2 differentially disrupt cilia structure,

278

positioning, and function.

279

In C. elegans, the MKS and NPHP modules genetically interact to regulate cilium formation

280

and function (Williams et al., 2008, 2011). For example, whereas cilia are mostly unaffected

281

in single mksr-2 and nphp-4 null mutants, severe ciliogenesis defects and sensory behaviours

282

(eg. osmotic avoidance) are observed in mksr-2; nphp-4 double null mutants (Williams et al.,

283

2008). Therefore, to investigate the phenotypic effects of the mksr-2 patient alleles, we

284

assessed sensory cilia in both wild-type/nphp-4(+) and nphp-4(-) genetic backgrounds.
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306

Figure 3. P74S and G155S mutations in MKSR-2 differentially disrupt cilium structure and function. (A)
Representative images of DiI staining in head and tail ciliated sensory neurons of various mksr-2 alleles in either
nphp-4(+) or nphp-4(-) recessive genetic backgrounds. Dashed line indicates the worm body. Anterior is to the
left. (B) Histogram showing the frequency of worms with DiI uptake in 0-4 phasmid neurons. Data is combined
from three independent experiments. N; number of worms. p-values from unpaired t-tests. (C, D) Assessment of
phasmid cilium length (C) and dendrite length (D) using an XBX-1::tdTomato reporter. Average cilia length
calculated by measuring the XBX-1::tdTomato signal from the ciliary base to tip from a maximum projection.
Dendrite length calculated by measuring the distance from the cell body to the base of the cilia from a maximum
projection. Asterisk denotes short cilia. Dash lines denote the dendrite. Anterior is to the left. Scale bars; 2 µm
(C) and 20 µm (D). Data in bar graphs represent mean and S.D. p-values from unpaired t-tests. N; number of
cilia measured. (E) Assessment of amphid cilia clustering using the XBX-1::tdTomato reporter. Asterisks
indicate amphid neuron BBs (and cilia) that are mis-positioned, proximal to the main cluster. Images are from a
single plane. Anterior is to the right. Scale bars; 5 µm. Bar graphs quantify the distance spanned by amphid
basal bodies from maximum projections. Data represent mean and S.D. p-values from unpaired t-tests. N;
number of amphid pores. (F) Assessment of roaming behaviour. Data represent mean and S.D. p-values from
unpaired t-tests. N; number of worms tested. Results normalised to wild-type. Data pooled from three
independent experiments. (G) Assessment of osmotic avoidance behaviour in a 10 minute assay. n=18 from
three independent experiments. p-values from unpaired t-tests.

307

First, we used a lipophilic dye (DiI/DiO) uptake assay to indirectly examine cilium integrity

308

in 6 pairs of amphid (head) and both pairs of phasmid (tail) sensory neurons (Inglis et al.,

309

2007; Starich et al., 1995). Defects in the structure of these environmentally exposed cilia

310

strongly correlate with a dye filling (Dyf) defect (Inglis et al., 2007; Starich et al., 1995). Dyf

311

phenotypes can be quantified by counting how many of the 4 phasmid cilia incorporate DiO.

312

In the nphp-4(+) genetic background, none of the mksr-2 alleles affect dye uptake (Figure

313

3A, B). However, in the nphp-4(-) background, the mNG::mksr-2(P74S) and

314

mNG::mksr-2(G155S) alleles both cause very strong Dyf defects, which are almost as severe

315

as that of the mksr-2(Δ) null allele (Figure 3A, B). The mNG::mksr-2(P74S) causes a slightly

316

less severe phenotype compared to mksr-2(G155S) (p=0.006) (Figure 3A, B). The

317

mNG::mksr-2(+) control allele causes a slight phasmid Dyf defect (avg 3.65 ± sd 0.7,

318

p=0.006) indicating that the mNG tag negatively affects the mksr-2 function to some extent in

319

a minority of neurons.

320

Next, we employed an IFT-dynein light intermediate chain reporter (XBX-1::tdTomato)

321

expressed in most or all sensory neurons to directly visualise cilia (Williams et al., 2011).

322

First we measured the length of the phasmid cilia. As expected, in the nphp-4(+) background,

323

the ~7.5 μm cilium length was not affected by any of the mksr-2 alleles (Figure 3C).

324

However, in the nphp-4(-) background, a 30-40% reduction in cilium length is associated

325

with the mNG::mksr-2(P74S) (4.6 μm), mNG::mksr-2(G155S) (4.0 μm), and mksr-2(Δ) (3.9
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326

μm) alleles, compared to the mksr-2(+) control (6.7 μm) (Figure 3C). When compared to

327

mksr-2(Δ), the cilium length phenotype associated with mNG::mksr-2(G155S) is equally

328

severe (p=0.664), whilst that of mNG::mksr-2(P74S) is less severe (p=0.006). Using the

329

XBX-1::tdTomato reporter, we also assessed cilium location, since loss of MKS module

330

genes in an nphp-4(-) background disrupts the positioning of some cilia on account of

331

abnormally short dendritic processes (Williams et al., 2008, 2011). For the 4 phasmid

332

neurons, we measured dendrite length; for the 12 amphid neurons, we determined the spatial

333

arrangement of their cilia by measuring the degree of basal body (BB) clustering. In the

334

nphp-4(+) background, none of the mksr-2 alleles dramatically affected cilium positioning,

335

with the exception of a small increase in BB clustering caused by the mksr-2(Δ) and

336

mNG::mksr-2(G155S) alleles (Figure 3D, E). In the nphp-4(-) background, and comparable

337

to what is found for mksr-2(Δ), the mNG::mksr-2(G155S) and mNG::mksr-2(P74S) alleles

338

show a 40-50% reduction of phasmid dendrite length (Figure 3D) and amphid neuron BBs

339

that are less tightly clustered (Figure 3E). Thus, both mutations disrupt cilium positioning.

340

Lastly, to determine if the mksr-2 patient alleles affect cilia function we assessed two

341

cilia-dependent sensory behaviours: foraging and osmotic avoidance. Wild-type C. elegans

342

display a food foraging behaviour which can be quantified via a roaming assay (Figure 3F).

343

In the nphp-4(+) background, the mksr-2(Δ) and mNG::mksr-2(G155S) alleles cause a

344

reduction in roaming behaviour (Figure 3F). Note that a small roaming defect (p=0.008) is

345

also found for the mNG::mksr-2(+) control allele (Figure 3F). In the nphp-4(-) background,

346

the mksr-2(Δ), mNG::mksr-2(G155S) and mNG::mksr-2(P74S) alleles all cause a similar

347

strong roaming defect compared to controls (Figure 3F). In the osmotic avoidance assay,

348

worms are assessed for their ability to avoid crossing a barrier (blue ring) of high osmolarity

349

(Figure 3G). In the nphp-4(-) genetic background, the mNG::mksr-2(G155S) allele causes a

350

strong reduction in osmotic sensing, almost as severe as that of the mksr-2(Δ) allele (Figure

351

3G). A reduced, albeit less severe, sensing defect is found for the mNG::mksr-2(P74S) allele

352

(Figure 3G).

353

Together, these data show that the G155S and P74S mutations disrupt mksr-2’s role in cilium

354

structure/function regulation. The findings also suggest that G155S is the more detrimental

355

mutation, with phenotypes that are almost as severe as those of the null mutation.
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356

P74S and G155S mutations in MKSR-2 disrupt transition zone ultrastructure.

357

We performed transmission electron microscopy to directly address the effects of the P74S

358

and G155S mksr-2 variants on TZ structure. As with general cilia structure phenotypes

359

described above, defects in TZ structure and positioning are only observed in worms with

360

null mutations in nphp-4 and an MKS module gene (eg mksr-1), and not in most

361

corresponding single mutants, with the exception of cep-290 and mks-5. Thus, we analysed

362

TZ ultrastructure in mksr-2(P74S); nphp-4(Δ) and mksr-2(G155S); nphp-4(Δ) double

363

mutants. Specifically, we analysed serial thin sections of the bilateral amphid pore, each of

364

which possesses 10 channel cilia extending from the distal dendrites of 8 amphid neurons

365

(Doroquez et al., 2014; Perkins et al., 1986). These cilia consist of a degenerate basal body

366

docked to the membrane of the periciliary membrane compartment (PCMC), followed by an

367

~0.8 μm long TZ, with Y-links connecting the 9 closely tethered outer doublet microtubules

368

to the ciliary membrane (Figure 4). Following the TZ is the ~ 3 μm long middle segment,

369

which consists of 9 doublet microtubules; the cilium ends with an ~ 3 μm long distal

370

segment, comprising 9 singlet microtubules due to outer doublet B-tubule termination at the

371

ends of the middle segment. Amphid channel cilia also contain varying numbers of inner

372

singlet MTs.

373

The ultrastructure of nphp-4(Δ) (control) amphid channel cilia resembles that of wild type

374

worms, except for a slight truncation of 1-2 cilia (Figure S5; (Jauregui et al., 2008)).

375

nphp-4(Δ) worms also show a slight reduction in the density of some Y-linkers in the TZ, and

376

in rare cases, the TZ is ectopically docked in more proximal positions of the PCMC or distal

377

dendrite (Figure 4; S5; (Lambacher et al., 2016)). In contrast, both the mksr-2(P74S);

378

nphp-4(Δ) and mksr-2(G155S);nphp-4(Δ) double mutants show major defects in cilia and TZ

379

ultrastructure. Consistent with the light microscopy cilium structure phenotypes described

380

above (Figure 3E), 4-7 amphid channel cilia are moderately or severely truncated; in some

381

cases, the cilia are mispositioned in more proximal positions, extend at oblique angles to the

382

other ciliary axonemes and are missing 1-3 MT doublets (Figure S5; data not shown).

383

Y-links are not detectable in most TZs (Figure 4). In addition, many or most TZs do not

384

extend from the periciliary membrane; instead, these ‘undocked’ TZ structures are present

385

within the cytoplasm of more proximal positions of the PCMC and distal dendrite, which also
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386

often display a large accumulation of vesicles (Figure 4). Thus, the P74S and G155S

387

mutations in mksr-2 exert major defects on cilium and TZ ultrastructure. Indeed, the

388

ultrastructure phenotype is similar to what we previously reported for null mutants of other

389

core MKS module genes such as mksr-1 (Williams et al., 2011).

390

391 Figure 4. Ultrastructure of the transition zone is disrupted by P74S and G155S mutations in mksr-2.
392 Transmission electron micrographs of amphid channel cilia transition zones in cross section (radial orientation)
393 in mksr-2(P74S); nphp-4(Δ) and mksr-2(G155S); nphp-4(Δ) double mutants. Note that the wild-type and
394 nphp-4(Δ) control images are adapted from (Lambacher et al., 2016). PCMC; periciliary membrane
395 compartment. Y’s; Y-linkers. Scale bars; 100 nm (all images have the same scale).
396
397

The G155S, but not P74S, mutation in MKSR-2 disrupts the ciliary gating of the C.

398

elegans orthologue of Retinitis Pigmentosa 2 (RPI-2).

399

To assess how the G155S and P74S patient mutations affect the gating function of the ciliary

400

TZ, we investigated their impact on cilium composition and the TZ membrane diffusion

401

barrier. This was achieved using a fluorescent reporter of lipidated RPI-2 (orthologue of

402

human Retinitis Pigmentosa 2), which is enriched at the periciliary membrane, but excluded

403

from the ciliary membrane, ostensibly on account of a TZ membrane diffusion barrier

404

(Williams et al., 2011). Unlike the cilium and TZ structure defects described above for double

405

mutants of nphp-4 and MKS module genes, defects in RPI-2 localisation are found in single

406

mutants of these genes (Williams et al., 2011). Consistent with previous findings (Williams et

407

al., 2011), we found that RPI-2::GFP expressed from an extrachromosomal array leaks into
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408

mksr-2(Δ) null cilia (Figure 5A, B). The RPI-2 reporter also leaks into the cilia of

409

mNG::mksr-2(G155S) worms, albeit not to the same extent as in the null allele (Figure 5A,

410

B). In contrast, the mNG::mksr-2(P74S) allele does not affect RPI-2 localisation when

411

compared with the control (mNG::mksr-2(+)) (Figure 5A, B). Note that we are unable to

412

distinguish between mNG::MKSR-2 and RPI-2::GFP fluorescence in this experiment.

413

However, as mNG::MKSR-2 is never observed in the wild-type cilium distal to the TZ

414

(Figure 2A), the green fluorescent signal observed in mNG::mksr-2(G155S) cilia is assumed

415

to be RPI-2::GFP. Thus, the G155S mutation in MKSR-2 disrupts the ciliary gating of RPI-2,

416

presumably by affecting the TZ membrane diffusion barrier.

417

Figure 5. G155S, but not P74S, mutation in
MKSR-2 causes the periciliary membrane
protein RPI-2 to leak into cilia. (A)
Representative images of phasmid cilia expressing
the ciliary marker XBX-1::tdTomato and a reporter
of the periciliary membrane protein, RPI-2::eGFP.
Asterisk indicates RPI-2 signal in cilia. Note that
XBX-1 signals are only shown in the top image.
Anterior is to the left. Scale bar; 2 µm. (B)
Quantification of RPI-2::GFP signal in phasmid
cilia. Background fluorescence was subtracted and
all samples are normalised to wild-type. Data
represents mean with S.D. p-values from unpaired
t-tests. N; number of phasmid cilia.

418
419

TZ distribution of MKS-2 (core MKS module) is more severely affected than MKS-6

420

and JBTS-14 (peripheral MKS module) in worms with MKSR-2 patient mutations.

421

MKSR-2 is part of the B9 complex (with MKS-1/MKS1 and B9D1/MKSR-1), which is a

422

component of the core MKS module required for the TZ recruitment of other core and

423

peripheral MKS module proteins including MKS-2/TMEM216 (core), JBST-14/TMEM237

424

(peripheral), and MKS-6/CC2D2A (peripheral); however, the core MKS module is not

425

required for the TZ recruitment of the NPHP or CEP-290 modules, nor the master assembly
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441

Figure 6. P74S and G155S mutations in MKSR-2 disrupt MKS module protein distribution at the
transition zone to different extents. (A) Schematic showing the position and role of MKSR-2 within the
hierarchical model of NPHP and MKS module assembly at the transition zone (TZ). MKSR-2 is a component of
the core MKS module. Note: This is a simplified model with only 6 MKS/NPHP proteins shown. A more
complete model can be found in Li et al., 2016. (B) Representative images of phasmid neuron TZs from worms
expressing endogenous mNG::NPHP-4, mNG::MKS-5, CEP-290::mNG, MKS-2::mNG, mNG::JBTS-14, and
MKS-6::mNG. Images taken from a single plane with both TZs in focus. Anterior is to the bottom. Scale bar; 1
µm. (C) Quantification of the total fluorescence intensity of mNeonGreen at the TZ of phasmid cilia in a single
plane. Background fluorescence was subtracted and values normalised to wild-type. Data represent mean and
S.D. p-values from unpaired t-tests. N; total number of phasmid pairs measured. Asterisk denotes that the
fluorescence levels of MKS-2, JBTS-14, and MKS-6 in the mksr-2 mutant background were not quantified
because there is no TZ signal observed. (D) Average fluorescence intensity from line scans (20 pixels = 1.6 µm)
of phasmid cilia showing the distribution of MKS-2, JBTS-14, and MKS-6 along the TZ length. Values
normalised to wild-type. n=12 for each strain. Data represent mean +/- S.D.
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442

factor MKS-5/RPGRIP1L (Figure 6A) (Huang et al., 2011; Jensen et al., 2015; Lambacher et

443

al., 2016; C. Li et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2011). To assess whether the P74S and G155S

444

mutations in MKSR-2 affect the recruitment of other TZ proteins we employed our untagged

445

variant alleles: mksr-2(oq137)/MKSR-2(P74S) and mksr-2(oq138)/MKSR-2(G155S). To

446

examine the localisation of TZ module reporters expressed at endogenous levels, we used

447

CRISPR-Cas9 editing to knock-in mNeonGreen at the mks-5, nphp-4, cep-290, mks-2,

448

jbts-14, and mks-6 loci. Using a dye-filling assay, it was found that the mNeonGreen tag did

449

not appreciably disrupt the function of the associated genes, with the exception of a small

450

effect on mks-2 (Figure S6A).

451

First we examined endogenous reporter localisations in mksr-2(Δ) worms. Consistent with

452

previous reports for core MKS module proteins, we found that the mksr-2(Δ) null mutant has

453

lost TZ localisation of MKS-2, JBTS-14 and MKS-6, but retained TZ localisation of

454

NPHP-4, CEP-290 and MKS-5 (Figure 6B,C; S6D). Two notable distinctions to reported

455

data were observed. First, the mNG::MKS-2 reporter did not ectopically localise along the

456

length of the mksr-2(Δ) mutant ciliary membrane as reported for an overexpressed

457

MKS-2::GFP reporter (Huang et al., 2011). Second, the mNG::MKS-5 reporter localised as a

458

continuous signal at the TZ of the mksr-2(Δ) mutant (Figure S6B), rather than an elongated

459

signal with two clearly separated punctae as was found previously for an overexpressed

460

MKS-5::tdTomato reporter in that mutant (Jensen et al., 2015). Indeed, a continuous

461

mNG::MKS-5 signal is also found at the TZ region of nphp-4, mks-2, and nphp-4; mks-2

462

mutants (Figure S6C), unlike what was observed in these mutants with MKS-5::tdTomato

463

(Jensen et al., 2015). We conclude that these distinctions relate to the endogenous vs

464

overexpressed nature of the reporters.

465

In contrast to the mksr-2(Δ) null allele, the endogenous mNG-tagged MKS-2, JBTS-14, and

466

MKS-6 reporters are recruited to the ciliary TZs in mksr-2(P74S) and mksr-2(G155S) worms

467

(Figure 6B). However, reporter fluorescence levels at the TZs are affected in these worms,

468

albeit to different extents. Whereas mNG::JBST-14 and MKS-6::mNG signals are reduced by

469

approximately 20%, the effect on MKS-2::mNG is more dramatic, showing a 50-75%

470

reduction (most severe in G155S worms) (Figure 6C). Interestingly, in the mksr-2 variants,

471

the MKS-2::mNG signal is not evenly distributed at the TZ; instead, fluorescence clearly
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472

peaks at the proximal end (Figure 6D). Of note, the patient variants did not cause a dramatic

473

proximal shift in the TZ localisation of JBTS-14 and MKS-6, although mNG::JBTS-14

474

shows a slight proximal shift in mksr-2(G155S) worms (Figure 6D). Together, these data

475

show that the P74S and G155S mutations in MKSR-2 differentially disrupt the TZ

476

localisations of core and peripheral MKS module proteins. Somewhat surprisingly, the TZ

477

localisation of MKS-2 (core MKS module) is much more strongly affected than JBTS-14 and

478

MKS-6 (peripheral MKS module).

479

Using C. elegans genetic crosses to mimic ‘carrier’ and ‘pathogenic’ genotypes

480

Our analysis thus far has examined the MKSR-2 variants in a homozygous state. However,

481

this does not accurately reflect the compound heterozygous genotype of the JBTS patient

482

who inherited B9D2 variant alleles from carrier parents (Figure 7A) (R. Bachmann-Gagescu

483

et al., 2015). Using standard genetic crossing techniques in C. elegans, we can investigate

484

how these alleles behave as heterozygotes in the carrier and biallelic state (Figure 7B). A

485

recessive phenotypic marker (dpy-5) was included in the crosses to verify all progeny

486

analyzed were heterozygous. As described above, cilium structure and function assays were

487

performed in an nphp-4(-) genetic background; controls are also heterozygous for the dpy-5

488

allele. The complete genotypes of controls and heterozygotes are shown in Figure S7.

489

Using the standard lipophilic dye filling assay to assess phasmid cilium integrity we found

490

that the heterozygous P74S/+ and G155S/+ carrier genotypes show a modest reduction in

491

dye-filling (Figure 7C, D). In contrast, dye filling is completely abolished in compound

492

heterozygous P74S/G155S worms (Figure 7C, D). Similarly, assessment of cilia function via

493

the osmotic avoidance assay revealed grossly normal behaviours for heterozygous P74S/+

494

and G155S/+ worms, but highly defective behaviour for the compound heterozygous

495

P74S/G155S animals (Figure 7E). These data are consistent with the recessive nature of the

496

variants in Joubert Syndrome.

497
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Figure 7. Phenotypic interpretation of C. elegans
compound heterozygous G155S/P74S worms
that mimics the biallelic genotype of a JBTS
patient. (A) Pedigree of a Joubert syndrome
biallelic patient described by Bachmann-Gagescu
et al. (2015). Parents are heterozygous carriers of
P74S or G155S. (B) Sample genetic cross
illustrating how compound heterozygous F1
progeny are generated in C. elegans. A recessive
dpy-5 allele ensures analysis is only performed
with outcrossed progeny. Full genotypes of genetic
crosses used to generate heterozygous F1 worms
are in Figure S7. (C) Representative dye uptake
images in mksr-2 heterozygotes that are
homozygous for the nphp-4 deletion allele.
Anterior is to the left. Scale bar; 20 µm. (D)
Quantification of dye uptake. Histogram shows the
frequency of worms with dye uptake in 0-4
phasmid neurons. Data from three pooled
independent experiments. N; number of worms. (E)
Graphs of osmotic avoidance behaviour in 10
minute assays. p-values from unpaired t-tests,
calculated for the 10 minute data points. n=12 from
three independent experiments.
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DISCUSSION

499
500

Modeling biallelic JBTS patient missense variants in C. elegans identifies differential

501

effects for the P74S and G155S mutations on B9D2 gene function.

502

In this study, we used CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing in the nematode C. elegans to model

503

two pathogenic missense variants of B9D2/mksr-2 associated with Joubert Syndrome. We

504

found that in the homozygous state, both variants give rise to cilia and TZ defects that are

505

found in a null allele of mksr-2. However, in most assays (cilia length, dye filling, dendrite

506

length, and osmotic avoidance), the P74S variant phenotype was found to be milder than that

507

of the G155S variant. A lipidated periciliary protein (RPI-2) is excluded from the cilia in the

508

P74S but not G155S variant suggesting that the TZ diffusion barrier, at least to RPI-2, is

509

disrupted only in the latter. Both variants showed a less severe overall phenotype compared to

510

the null allele, although the latter was phenocopied by G155S in some assays. In line with

511

these findings, super-resolution imaging revealed that the TZ localisation of the G155S

512

variant protein is disorganised, whereas that of the P74S variant is more similar to wild-type.

513

Together, these findings show that the G155S mutation has a greater effect on MKSR-2 gene

514

function than the P74S mutation.

515

Our study also shows how C. elegans can be used to interpret more complex human

516

genotypes such as the biallelic P74S/G155S genotype observed in a Joubert Syndrome

517

patient. We found that P74S/G155S compound heterozygous worms exhibit more severe

518

phenotypes than heterozygous carriers (P74S/+ and G155S/+) indicating that these alleles are

519

recessive (Figure 7C-E), which is consistent with the previously described pedigree for these

520

alleles (R. Bachmann-Gagescu et al., 2015). Additionally, we found that in heterozygous

521

carriers the wild-type protein is more efficiently recruited to the TZ than the mutant protein

522

(Figure 2E), thus providing a mechanism for the recessive nature of these variants. It is

523

unclear why the P74S and G155S mutant proteins are not efficiently recruited to the TZ; one

524

possibility is that the mutations could disrupt protein interactions in the B9 complex. Further

525

experiments are required to assess this hypothesis.

526

We initially generated the P74S and G155S variants in an mNG::MKSR-2 strain for ease of

527

assessing both cilium structure/function and localisation phenotypes. Throughout this study
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528

we observed that mNeonGreen on the N-terminus of the MKSR-2 protein sometimes exerted

529

a mild defect on cilia structure and function (Figure 3). Therefore, for future studies of this

530

nature, we recommend performing cilium structure/function assays on variants with the

531

non-tagged endogenous gene and reserving knock-in tagged proteins solely for localisation

532

studies.

533

Overall, our work demonstrates the utility of C. elegans for interpreting the effects of

534

orthologous ciliopathy patient missense mutations on underlying gene function, at the level of

535

cilium morphology, function and ultrastructure. Also, the modelling of more complex

536

genotypes (eg. biallelic states) allows for an analysis that more accurately reflects the patient

537

genotype.

538

Hypomorphic patient alleles provide an opportunity to further refine the function of TZ

539

functional modules.

540

In C. elegans, most of our knowledge on TZ gene function has been derived using null

541

alleles. For example, data from null alleles have established TZ localisation dependencies and

542

assembly hierarchies for C. elegans NPHP and MKS module proteins (Bialas et al., 2009;

543

Huang et al., 2011; Jensen et al., 2015; Lambacher et al., 2016; C. Li et al., 2016; Roberson et

544

al., 2015; Schouteden et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2008, 2011; Winkelbauer et al., 2005; Yee

545

et al., 2015). In the case of the MKS module, a core submodule that includes MKSR-2/B9D2

546

directs the TZ recruitment of a peripheral submodule (at least 6 proteins), but not vice versa.

547

Therefore, it was surprising to find that in mksr-2(P74S) and mksr-2(G155S) worms the TZ

548

level and distribution of a core MKS submodule component (MKS-2) was highly disrupted,

549

whereas the TZ localisations of peripheral submodule proteins (JBTS-14/TMEM237,

550

MKS-6/CC2D2A) were much less affected. This is in contrast to the mksr-2 null allele, where

551

MKS-2, MKS-6 and JBTS-14 all fail to assemble at the TZ (Figure 6 and Huang et al., 2011;

552

Williams et al., 2011). The lack of expected correlation for how peripheral and core MKS

553

submodule components localise in mksr-2(P74S) and mksr-2(G155S) worms indicates that

554

the relationship between these two submodules is more complex than previously thought. Our

555

results demonstrate the benefits of using hypomorphic missense alleles to provide new

556

biological insights that can not be elucidated with null alleles.
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557

In addition, our data indicate an especially close functional relationship between MKSR-2

558

and MKS-2/TMEM216. Strikingly, we have found that MKS-2 redistribution to the proximal

559

end of the TZ in mksr-2(G155S) worms is very similar to how the MKSR-2(G155S) protein

560

itself is distributed at the TZ. Thus, TZ redistribution of MKSR-2 causes a comparable

561

redistribution of MKS-2, suggesting a close spatial association of these proteins, perhaps as

562

part of the same protein complex. In support of the latter, the mammalian B9 complex,

563

consisting of MKS1, B9D1, and B9D2, has been shown to be in a larger complex with

564

TMEM216, the mammalian orthologue of MKS-2 (Garcia-Gonzalo et al., 2011). However, it

565

has also been found that the B9 complex interacts with CC2D2A (Garcia-Gonzalo et al.,

566

2011; Gupta et al., 2015), the orthologue of MKS-6, which is in conflict with our observation

567

of grossly normal MKS-6 localisations in the mksr-2(G155S) worms. Further research is

568

required to determine how exactly these proteins are organised at the TZ.

569

Endogenous and overexpressed reporters of MKS module proteins display several

570

distinctions in their TZ localisation phenotype

571

In this study we examined the localisation of several fluorescent tagged TZ proteins,

572

expressed at endogenous levels. Previous characterisation of TZ protein localisation in C.

573

elegans employed transgenic proteins over-expressed from extrachromosomal arrays.

574

Generally our results are consistent with previous observations, with a few notable

575

exceptions.

576

Firstly, an overexpressed MKSR-2 reporter was previously reported to be localised to the TZ

577

and at the distal end of the dendrite that includes the basal body and periciliary regions

578

(Williams et al., 2008). This is in contrast to the endogenously expressed mNG::MKSR-2

579

protein, which is exclusively at the ciliary TZ, with no detectable pools in periciliary or

580

dendritic regions. Secondly, it was previously reported that in null mutants of various MKS

581

module genes (mksr-1, mksr-2, mks-6, cep-290 and tmem-231), an overexpressed MKS-2

582

reporter ectopically localises along the entire length of the cilium (Huang et al., 2011; C. Li et

583

al., 2016; Roberson et al., 2015). In our experiments, we did not observe mislocalisation of

584

the endogenous MKS-2::mNG reporter in the mksr-2 null mutant (Figure 6B, S5D). Lastly,

585

an overexpressed MKS-5::tdTomato reporter was previously found to form two discrete

586

punctae of signal at either end (or possibly outside) the TZ in various MKS module gene
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587

mutants; however, in these same mutants, other MKS module proteins retain uniform signals

588

along the TZ length (Jensen et al., 2015). This observation supported the conclusion that

589

MKS-5 acts as an assembly factor for MKS module proteins, rather than a tethering scaffold,

590

or structural anchor (Jensen et al., 2015). However, in our study here, the endogenous

591

mNG::MKS-5 protein showed a TZ signal that was decreased in length and uniform in the

592

mksr-2 null mutant. This finding indicates that we cannot discount the notion that MKS-5

593

could act as a structural scaffold, and more research is required to answer this question.

594

Together, the above highlight important distinctions in the TZ localisation phenotype for

595

overexpressed vs endogenously expressed reporters. Whilst the use of endogenous reporters

596

is preferred for obvious reasons, distinct phenotypes arising from overexpressed reporters are

597

still valuable for understanding TZ biology. For example, it would be interesting to further

598

investigate how MKS-5 overexpression affects TZ ultrastructure: is the compartment

599

elongated/continuous or is there a gap in the structure? Does excess MKS-5 recruit other TZ

600

proteins to the proximal and distal regions of the TZ? Comparing and contrasting results

601

obtained from overexpressed and endogenous level reporters can therefore provide novel

602

insights into protein function and identify new avenues of investigation.

603

C. elegans as a model to interrogate ciliopathy genotype-phenotype correlation and

604

interpret variants of uncertain significance

605

Increasingly, whole genome or targeted gene panel sequencing is used to identify pathogenic

606

variants in patients with ciliopathies (R. Bachmann-Gagescu et al., 2015; Wheway et al.,

607

2019). If a pathogenic variant is determined to be the cause of a ciliopathy, this information

608

can be used for genetic counselling, to adjust clinical care based on gene-specific

609

complications, and even qualify patients for gene-specific clinical trials and treatments

610

(Ruxandra Bachmann-Gagescu et al., 2020). Many sequence variants are termed “variants of

611

unknown clinical significance” (VUS) because there is insufficient data for them to be

612

classified as pathogenic or benign (M. M. Li et al., 2017). VUS alleles are not clinically

613

useful and require further characterisation to be classified as pathogenic or benign. The data

614

in this study shows that we can successfully model pathogenic ciliopathy mutations in C.

615

elegans. Our work also shows that we can determine the precise effects of different missense

616

mutations on the function of the orthologous gene by using quantitative assays of cilium
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617

structure and function, as well as knock-in fluorescent reporters for MKS module proteins

618

expressed at the endogenous level. Since these assays are able to distinguish between the

619

severity of the mksr-2 alleles we tested, we anticipate they would serve as excellent tools to

620

interpret ciliopathy VUS alleles. By modelling additional pathogenic alleles we will be able

621

to determine the limits of our assays for interrogating patient allele pathogenicity based on C.

622

elegans phenotypes. For example, do some known pathogenic alleles exhibit wild-type

623

phenotypes in C. elegans? What is the rate of “false negatives” and “false positives” in the

624

nematode assays? It will also be important to determine which assays fare better in stratifying

625

the phenotypes of a wide spectrum of alleles at one locus, and whether data from multiple

626

assays has greater predictive power for human genotype-phenotype correlation compared to a

627

single assay.

628

Modelling ciliopathy patient variants in C. elegans has the potential to be a powerful

629

diagnostic tool as there is a move towards personalised medicine for patients with rare

630

genetic disorders. As shown here, patient variants can be efficiently generated in C. elegans

631

using CRISPR-Cas9 technology, and rapidly identified using the simplified PCR-based allele

632

detection strategy that we developed (Figure 1S). Indeed, with streamlined methodologies, it

633

should be possible to generate hundreds of alleles in a relatively short time frame at relatively

634

low cost and manpower compared to other multicellular systems. The workflow to generate

635

and characterise ciliopathy associated variants described here can also be extended to other

636

conserved cilia genes and ciliopathies. Of course, interpreting human missense variation in C.

637

elegans is dependent on two key factors: (i) conservation of the mutated residue at the

638

orthologous position in the nematode gene, and (ii) shared biology for the human and

639

nematode genes. Ciliopathy genes are well served for these requirements; many of the genes

640

show relatively high sequence identity to the worm counterpart and there is robust data

641

showing comparable functions for human and C. elegans genes at the TZ. Given the shared

642

biology, it might also be possible to humanise the nematode, by replacing the endogenous TZ

643

gene with its human counterpart (McDiarmid et al., 2018). If the human orthologue retained

644

functionality in the context of the worm TZ, this would allow for the testing of a much

645

greater number of human variant mutations.
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646

In conclusion, the efficiency of genetic engineering and relatively simple quantitative assays

647

to characterise cilium structure and function in C. elegans makes it an excellent system for

648

investigating genotype-phenotype correlation and interpreting VUS alleles in ciliopathies.
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649

MATERIALS AND METHODS

650

C. elegans strains and maintenance

651

All C. elegans strains were maintained at 15ºC or 20ºC on NGM agar plates seeded with

652

OP50 E. coli using standard worm culturing techniques (Brenner, 1974). PCR was used to

653

confirm the genotypes of all strains. Young adults were synchronised by selecting L4 larvae

654

and incubating at 20ºC for 16-20 hours prior to imaging or phenotypic characterisation. A list

655

of worm strains used in this study can be found in Table S2.

656

Knock-in of mNeonGreen using CRISPR/Cas9

657

mNeonGreen (mNG) is licensed by Allele Biotechnology and Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (Shaner

658

et al., 2013). A plasmid (dg353) containing C. elegans optimised mNeonGreen (Hostettler et

659

al., 2017) was obtained from Dominique Glauser (University of Fribourg, Switzerland).

660

High-fidelity PCR was used to add a 12aa flexible linker (GTGGGGSGGGGS) to the N- and

661

C-terminus of mNG. PCR products were then cloned into pJET1.2 using the blunt end

662

CloneJET PCR Cloning Kit (Thermo Scientific). Two rounds of high fidelity PCR was used

663

to generate linear mNG repair templates with 35bp homology arms as previously described

664

(Paix et al., 2015). All CRISPR protocols used Alt-R Cas9 nuclease 3NLS (IDT, #1074181),

665

Alt-R tracrRNA (IDT, #1072533), and custom generated gene specific Alt-R crRNA from

666

IDT. Gene specific crRNA sequences were chosen based on proximity to the desired edit and

667

the Azimuth 2.0 score (Doench et al., 2016). All RNA was reconstituted with 5mM Tris pH

668

7.5 and stored at -80ºC. ssODN repair templates were ordered as standard desalt DNA oligos

669

from Sigma-Aldrich, reconstituted with 1M Tris pH 7.4, and stored at -20ºC. A list of guide

670

sequences and repair template sequences can be found in Table S1. All CRISPR injection

671

mixes were prepared on ice, mixed gently, centrifuged at 13,000RPM for 2 minutes, and

672

incubated at 37°C for 15 minutes prior to injection. N-terminal or C-terminal knock-ins of

673

mNG were performed using a dpy-10 co-CRISPR strategy (Paix et al., 2015). mNG knock-in

674

injection mixes were as follows: 1 μl gene specific crRNA (0.3nmol/μl), 1 μl tracrRNA

675

(0.425 nmol/μl), 0.2 μl dpy-10 crRNA (0.6nmol/μl), 0.23 μl dpy-10 ssODN (500 ng/μl), 5-6

676

μl mNG repair template (up to a maximum final concentration of 500 ng/μl), 1-2 μl 1M KCl,

677

0.38 μl HEPES (200mM, pH 7.4), 0.2 μl Cas9 (61μM), for a final volume of 10 μl. All Dpy
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678

and Rol F1 were screened in pools of 8 hermaphrodites. The knock-in efficiency of

679

mNeonGreen varied from 0.1% to 2% with an average of 800 F1 screened per gene (range

680

376-2408). Sanger sequencing confirmed the accuracy of all knock-ins. Using this approach

681

we generated mks-2(oq101[MKS-2::mNG]), cep-290(oq103[CEP-290::mNG]),

682

mksr-2(oq108[mNG::MKSR-2]), nphp-4(oq109[mNG::NPHP-4]),

683

mks-5(oq112[mNG::MKS-5]), jbst-14(oq127[mNG::JBTS-14]), and

684

mks-6(oq128[MKS-6::mNG]).

685

Engineering missense mksr-2 variants with CRISPR/Cas9

686

The patient variants, mksr-2(oq125[mNG::MKSR-2(P74S)]) and

687

mksr-2(oq126[mNG::MKSR-2(G155S)]), were generated using ssODN repair templates,

688

unc-58 co-CRISPR (Arribere et al., 2014), and RFLP analysis to detect the variant (Paix et

689

al., 2017). We modified the unc-58 ssODN to include two additional silent mutations in the

690

guide sequence (Table S1). mksr-2(oq108[mNG::MKSR-2]) worms were used for the

691

injections. crRNA and ssODN were reconstituted as described above. Injection mixes were

692

prepared on ice as follows: 1 μl P74S crRNA (0.3 nmol/μl), 1 μl G155S crRNA (0.3

693

nmol/μl), 1 μl tracrRNA (0.425nmol/μl), 0.25 μl unc-58 crRNA (1 nmol/μl), 0.25 μl unc-58

694

ssODN (500 ng/μl), 0.5 μl P74S ssODN (1 μg/μl), 0.5 μl G155S ssODN (1 μg/μl), 2 μl 1M

695

KCl, 0.38 μl HEPES (200 mM, pH 7.4), 0.2μl Cas9 (61 μM), and RNAse-free water up to 10

696

μl. The injection mix was incubated at 37°C for 15 minutes prior to injection. All Unc F1

697

were screened in pools of 1-4 hermaphrodites. The P74S and G155S variants introduced a

698

restriction enzyme cut site in the mksr-2 gene (BstUI and NheI, respectively). Using this

699

restriction enzyme screening technique, the P74S and G155S variants were generated at an

700

efficiency of 3.1% and 4.9%, respectively. The mksr-2(oq137[P74S]) and

701

mksr-2(oq138[G155S] strains were generated with the same approach and repair templates

702

except wild-type N2 worms were used for the injections. These variants were detected in the

703

F1 with a simplified PCR based approach using a primer that specifically binds to the

704

engineered silent and missense mutations (Figure S1). Both variants were generated with an

705

efficiency of 12.5%. Sanger sequencing confirmed the accuracy of all CRISPR generated

706

alleles and each strain was outcrossed twice prior to analysis.
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707

Wide-field epifluorescence live imaging and quantification

708

Worms were immobilised in 40mM tetramisole (Sigma) on 4% or 10% agarose pads. All

709

images were acquired on an upright Leica DM5000B epifluorescence microscope. Images

710

were collected with 100x (1.40 NA) or 63x (1.3 NA) oil-immersion objectives and captured

711

with an Andor iXon+ camera run by Andor software. All image analysis and preparation was

712

performed with FIJI/ImageJ (NIH). The TZ length of the mNG::MKSR-2 or mNG::MKS-5

713

signal length in phasmid neurons was calculated using a ‘full width at half max’ approach

714

from line scans at the center of the TZ from single focal planes. The fluorescence levels of

715

mNeonGreen tagged proteins at the TZ were quantified from a single focal plane where both

716

TZs were in focus. The integrated signal intensity in a 40x40 pixel box around the TZ pair

717

was measured and then increased by 1 pixel in each direction. The integrated signal intensity

718

of this 42x42 pixel box was used to calculate and subtract background fluorescence. Phasmid

719

cilia and dendrite lengths were measured from maximum projections of XBX-1::tdTomato

720

using the segmented line feature of ImageJ. The span of the amphid BBs were measured from

721

maximum projections with a box that was drawn around the BBs. To measure RPI-2::GFP

722

levels in the cilia a segmented line was drawn along the cilia in the XBX-1::tdTomato

723

channel from the base to beyond the cilia tip. RPI-2::GFP levels 4 µm from the base were

724

used in calculations. The background was calculated by averaging the fluorescence intensity

725

values at the end of the line beyond the cilia tip.

726

Confocal super-resolution microscopy

727

Confocal based super-resolution microscopy was achieved with a reduced pin hole size and

728

deconvolution (Lam et al., 2017). Super-resolution imaging was performed on an Olympus

729

FV3000 confocal laser scanning microscope with a 60x (NA 1.40) oil-immersion objective

730

and high-sensitivity spectral detector using FluoView Olympus software. The Airy disk

731

pinhole size was set to 0.4 (81 µm) and 15x optical zoom was utilised. The pixel size was

732

26.7 nm with an X-Y optical resolution of 148.6 nm. Z-stacks were acquired with 0.2 µm

733

steps. All images were deconvoled with Olympus cellSens software using default values.

734

Imaris 7.6.5 was used to generate three-dimensional models. To account for the lower z-plane

735

resolution a step size of 0.1 µm was used to create the 3D models.
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736

Assays to characterise cilia defects: dye filling, roaming, and osmotic avoidance

737

All phenotypic characterisation of cilia defects was performed as previously described

738

(Sanders et al., 2015) with young adult hermaphrodites. Dye filling assays were performed

739

with worms that were incubated in a 1 in 200 dilution of DiI or DiO (Invitrogen) in M9 for 60

740

minutes then allowed to recover for 30 minutes on seeded NGM plates. Worms were then

741

mounted on 4% agarose pads with 40 mM tetramisole (Sigma) to assess dye uptake with a

742

wide-field epifluorescence microscope. DiI (red) was used for image acquisition and DiO

743

(green) was used for quantification. The assay was repeated at least 3 times with 30-50

744

worms per trial. Roaming assays were performed with a single worm that was placed on a

745

fully seeded NGM plate for 20 hours at 20℃. The worm was removed and the plate was

746

placed on a 5 x 5 mm grid and the number of squares that the worm entered was counted. For

747

each strain tested, the assay was repeated at least 3 times with 15-20 worms per trial.

748

Dye-filling and roaming assays were performed blindly by randomizing the strains before the

749

start of the experiment. For the osmotic avoidance assay worms were placed on an unseeded

750

NGM plate for 2 minutes prior to the assay. 6 worms were placed in a high osmolarity ring

751

(8M glycerol with Bromophenol Blue) and observed for 10 minutes. The time when any

752

worms escaped the barrier was noted and the worm was removed from the assay. Three

753

independent trials were performed for each osmotic avoidance assay.

754

Transmission electron microscopy

755

Young adult hermaphrodites were fixed, embedded, sectioned and imaged as previously

756

described (Sanders et al., 2015). Briefly, worms were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in

757

Sørensen’s phosphate buffer (0.1M, pH7.4) for 48 hours at 4°C. Samples were post-fixed in

758

1% osmium tetroxide for 1 hour and dehydrated through an increasing ethanol gradient.

759

Ethanol was substituted for propylene oxide prior to EPON resin embedding overnight.

760

Serial, ultra-thin 90 nm sections were cut using a Leica EM UC6 Ultramicrotome, collected

761

on copper grids and subjected to double contrasting using 2% uranyl acetate for 20 minutes

762

followed by 3% lead citrate for 5 minutes. Imaging was performed on a Tecnai 12 (FEI

763

software) under acceleration voltage of 120 kV.

764
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